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Abstract: Connectivity conservation analysis is based on a wide range of approaches designed to
pinpoint key ecological corridors in order to maintain multispecies flows. However, the lack of
validation procedures with accessible data prevents one from evaluating the accuracy of ecological
corridor locations. We propose a new validation procedure to evaluate the accuracy of ecological
corridor locations in landscape connectivity approaches. The ability of the procedure to properly
rank the accuracy of different landscape connectivity approaches was illustrated in a study case.
Maxent model and circuit theory were used to locate ecological corridors for forest bird species,
following three approaches based on land cover, umbrella species and multispecies presence data.
The validation procedure was used to compare the three approaches. Our validation procedure
ranked the three approaches as expected, considering that accuracy in locating ecological corridors is
related to the biological realism of calibration data. The corridors modelled were more accurate with
species presence data (umbrella and multispecies approaches) compared to land cover proxy (habitat-
based approach). These results confirm the quality of the validation procedure. Our validation
procedure can be used to: (1) evaluate the accuracy of the location of ecological corridors; (2) select
the best approach to locate ecological corridors, and (3) validate the underlying assumptions of
landscape connectivity approaches (e.g., dispersal and matrix resistance values).

Keywords: landscape permeability; landscape fragmentation; matrix resistance; habitat suitability
modelling; maxent models; circuitscape

1. Introduction

The increase in anthropogenic pressures has greatly affected species movement world-
wide [1]. The dispersal of individuals among populations is essential to counterbalance the
negative effects of habitat isolation and to maintain population and community persistence
and dynamics [2,3]. Ecological corridors that ensure dispersal can be defined as linear
strips that provide a near continuous pathway promoting functional connectivity between
core areas of biodiversity [4–6]. Key conceptual frameworks and accessible tools based on
graph and circuit theory have been proposed to help locate ecological corridors through
landscape connectivity analysis [7–9]. However, these frameworks are based on different,
and often untested, assumptions (e.g., dispersal or matrix resistance) that can lead to
inconsistent spatial prioritization [10–12]. To overcome this issue, empirical procedures are
needed to validate different landscape connectivity approaches that pinpoint ecological
corridors.

Connectivity conservation planning aims to maintain or restore ecological corridors
for multiple target species. Combining the results of landscape connectivity approaches
for a wide range of species creates theoretical problems, such as how to generalize a
patch-corridor-matrix model for species with different ecological requirements [13]. These
limitations were overcome in different ways, using more or less realistic hypotheses or
proxies that can distort the results [14–17]. A first option is to use land cover and expert
opinion as a proxy for species presence and landscape resistance to movement to inform
researchers on potential multiple-species movements in the matrix [18]. A second option
is to produce a habitat suitability map for each species by relating species-presence data
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with environmental predictors, transforming the habitat suitability map into matrix re-
sistance, and, finally, combining the maps for several species [19]. A third option relies
on the concept of umbrella species, which “confer a protective umbrella to numerous
co-occurring species” [20]. Following Calabrese & Fagan [21], one can expect that the
realism of landscape connectivity approaches, and thus the accuracy of ecological corridor
locations, is related to data calibration, considering that multispecies data provide more
information than data from one umbrella species, and even more so than a habitat proxy
derived from land cover data [22]. A validation procedure that is capable of determining
the most relevant landscape connectivity approach, according to this simple paradigm that
links realism and calibration data, can prove its usefulness to evaluate ecological corridor
locations.

Very few of the studies that have explicitly sought to map ecological corridors ac-
tually attempted to validate their approaches (less than 25%, [23]). Inference makes it
possible to compare network-based metrics according to coefficient of determination or
likelihood-based indices. However, these indices are not directly related to ecological
corridor locations. The corridor locations predicted by different connectivity models can be
validated with telemetry data or reference genetic distances [24–28]. However, in a review
of the use of biological data in combination with landscape graphs, Foltête et al. [29] found
that telemetry and molecular data represent only 8.4% of the studies and are much less used
than presence data, which can be easily extracted from existing databases. Therefore, fur-
ther validation procedures are required, especially those using presence data not collected
from telemetry. Foltête et al. [29] also noted that few papers used biological data (regardless
of data type), following the classical statistical procedure of validation that consists in
calibrating a model with a subsample of data and validating it with another subsample [30].
Taking advantage of the classical data partitioning procedure used in statistics to calibrate
and validate landscape connectivity approaches with independent species presence data
could fill the absence of a validation procedure for ecological corridors.

Ecological corridors are mostly modelled from graph and circuit theory that make
different assumptions about species movement. These methods can be disconnected from
managers and stakeholder requirements that need to target priority areas and define
conservation and restoration areas based on operational costs. On the one hand, circuit
theory used resistance surfaces to produce current maps that aim at encompassing all
possible dispersal paths between source habitats based on the assumption that species
randomly move across the landscape [22]. However, the number of important paths can
be too high to satisfy the needs of managers and stakeholders to target priority areas. On
the other hand, single a least-cost path is defined from resistance surfaces and assuming
that this path support most of the movements between habitat patches [31]. Beyond these
two cases, managers and stakeholders need to define the number of ecological corridors
to protect, according to both biological hypothesis realism and their ability to support
landscape conservation and restoration. A new validation procedure, independent of
the modelling framework, is needed to compare and evaluate landscape connectivity
assumptions and ecological corridor location.

In this study, we propose a new validation procedure based on independent species-
presence data to evaluate the accuracy of the locations of ecological corridors predicted
by landscape connectivity models. Our validation method is based on the hypothesis
that the concerned species are more likely to be found along or near their predicted
corridors, provided these corridors were properly modelled. The validation procedure
is independent from the modelling framework, because it evaluates the final output of
landscape connectivity approaches (i.e., ecological corridor locations). Therefore, the
procedure can be applied to any type of models (e.g., based on expert opinions, least-cost
paths or circuit theory) that map ecological corridors. This issue is especially important
because routine procedures validate intermediate model outputs, and, often, resistance
values or habitat suitability; however, they do not provide information about the validity
of the entire modeling process [23]. We illustrated the use of this procedure for four forest
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birds in an agricultural valley located in the French Alps. For this study case, we applied
circuit theory to model all of the possible dispersal paths, and considered several thresholds
of current values to account for different possible levels of resources dedicated to ecological
corridor conservation and restoration by managers and stakeholders. The aim of the
study case was to compare three modelling approaches to design multispecies corridors:
(i) a habitat approach that relies upon a land cover map used as a proxy for species
presence, (ii) an umbrella-species approach based on presence-only data of Sitta europaea,
an umbrella species for woodpeckers, and (iii) a multispecies approach based on presence-
only data of Sitta europaea and three woodpecker species: Dendrocopos major, Dryocopus
martius and Dendrocopos minor. Our validation procedure is expected to demonstrate that
ecological corridors were better localized with the multispecies—and then the umbrella
species—approaches that are based on the use of species data, and lower for the habitat-
based approaches that rely on land cover and expert opinion. Compared to the multispecies
approach, other approaches have the advantage of reducing the cost associated with data
collection. Our validation procedure was also expected to give new insights about the
degree of decrease in accuracy (compared to the multispecies approach) and the relevance
of the umbrella and habitat approaches.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Validation of Ecological Corridor Locations Based on Corridor Score

We proposed the following validation index based on the hypothesis that the corridors,
or their nearby environment, concentrate species presence (or validation) points:

Corridor score =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(
Drandomi − Dobserved

Drandomi

)
where N is the number of random draws i, Drandomi is the average cost distance (or
Euclidean distance) to the corridors from randomly selected points in the landscape for
draw i, and Dobserved is the average cost distance (or Euclidean distance) to the corridors
from the validation points. The corridor score index is obtained by averaging N random
draws from a number of random points equal to the number of validation points. An index
close to 1 means the validation points are close to the corridor in terms of resistance distance,
which validates the hypothesis that the corridor, or its nearby environment, concentrates
the potential dispersal flows. An index close to 0 means the approach is no better than
a null model and invalidates the above hypothesis. A negative index means that the
matrix, not the corridor, concentrates the potential dispersal flows. The difference between
Drandomi and Dobserved is sensitive to the distribution of resistance values, which could
be problematic to compare different resistance surfaces. For example, if the distribution
of matrix resistance values of a first resistance surface is more flat-tailed compared to a
second one, then the distance between two random pixels has a greater chance of being
larger, which can mistakenly lead to the conclusion that the first method is less accurate.
To deal with this issue, we divided the difference between Drandomi and Dobserved by
Drandomi. As a consequence, the corridor score is robust enough to compare different
matrix resistance classifications and select the most accurate.

2.2. Study Case to Illustrate the Validation Procedure

We illustrated the use of our new validation procedure to compare several landscape
connectivity approaches to pinpoint ecological corridors in a study area (755 km2, latitude:
45.223826, longitude: 5.453339) located in the northern French Alps (Figure 1). Two forested
mountain ranges are located along the western and the eastern edges of the study area.
They are separated from each other by a rural matrix (631 km2), which concentrates
several potential dispersal barriers for forest species: urban areas linked with transport
infrastructure, a concentration of intensive walnut orchards and agricultural fields. The
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presence of small woodlands and hedgerows may facilitate forest species movement
(Appendix A for a complete description of the study area).
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Figure 1. Study area with the land cover in the matrix and the core areas of biodiversity (determined
by ortho-imagery). For clarity, intermediate habitat patches are not depicted, because they depend
on species.

We selected four forest model species in accordance with the size of the study area
and species dispersal distance (Appendix B). We extracted opportunistic presence data for
the period 2014 to 2019 from the French Bird Protection League’s database. After correction
for sampling bias (Appendix B), 396, 665, 43 and 31 presence records were retained for
Sitta europaea, Dendrocopos major, Dryocopus martius and Dendrocopos minor, respectively.
S. europaea is a secondary cavity nester and an umbrella species for woodpeckers [32].
Ecological corridors were modelled following three classical approaches to define matrix
resistance.

Approach 1, hereafter called “habitat”, was based on expert opinion and the literature.
Following previous parameterizations applied to forest mammals, resistance values were
fixed to 1 for forest, 10 for small woodlands and hedgerows, 300 for orchards, 700 for
agriculture, 900 for water and 1000 for urban areas [10,33]. These resistance values were
considered valid for forest birds.

Approach 2, hereafter called “umbrella species”, consisted in modelling matrix resis-
tance from presence-only data of Sitta europaea and Maxent software (American Museum
of Natural History, New York, NY, USA) that can provide an accurate habitat suitability
index, even with a small sample size [34,35]. We calibrated the Maxent model using 50% of
the presence data related to landscape metrics derived from the proportion of each land
cover in 100 m buffer (also including a Shannon land cover diversity index; Appendix C).
The habitat suitability index was evaluated using the AUC (area under the curve) index
provided by Maxent software [30]. The habitat suitability index was transformed into
matrix resistance using a negative exponential function, following Keeley et al. [11] and
Duflot et al. [36].

Approach 3, hereafter called “multispecies”, consisted first in modelling matrix resis-
tance separately for the three woodpecker species Dendrocopos major, Dryocopus martius,
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Dendrocopos minor, and Sitta europaea, following the method presented in approach 2, then
combining the four single-species connectivity maps to obtain a multispecies corridor map
(by adding current values, see next paragraph). Single-species connectivity maps were
standardized to give equal weight to each of the four species.

We used the Circuitscape software (National Center for Ecological Analysis and
Synthesis, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) with the three previous resistance surfaces to map the
cumulative current and pinpoint where the potential flows of individuals are concentrated
accounting for all possible paths [7] (Appendix D). We considered a directional cumulative
flow of current across the whole study area, from one range to the other [37]. Intermediate
habitat patches were defined according to the species minimum area requirement and
land cover (Approach 1) or suitability threshold (Approaches 2 and 3; Appendix D). We
used a threshold approach to define ecological corridors: the cumulative current flow was
vectorised with several thresholds (at the 55th, 65th and 75th quantiles) to delineate the
corridors and to account for various levels of resources dedicated to ecological corridor
conservation and restoration by managers and stakeholders [28]. Only the polygons that
continuously linked (i.e., with no breaches) the core areas were considered as corridors.
Next, we calculated the proportion of overlaid corridors among approaches (as a measure
of consistency) and the corridor score (as a validation index) using fifty percent of the
presence data. The validation index was calculated for each approach and threshold of
cumulative current. The four species were used to compute the validation index for each
of the landscape connectivity approaches. We tested the sensitivity of the corridor score
to these three parameters with ANOVA, for simple effects and all dual interactions. All
statistical analyses were performed with R software v.3.6.0. A flowchart of the modelling
framework is provided in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Representation of the modelling framework that compare three landscape connectivity
approaches from a new validation index (corridor score). Maxent software provides an internal
validation procedure (based on data partitioning) that only validates habitat suitability maps but
not the next modelling steps. Other validation procedures validate resistance surfaces and suffer
from the same limitations [23]. The corridor score validates the final output of the landscape
connectivity approaches (ecological corridor maps) and thus the overall modelling framework. As
a consequence, our validation procedure detailed in the first section of the Materials and Methods
is totally independent from the modelling framework (i.e., from the use of Maxent software to the
threshold of current maps) that was defined here for the application to a landscape study case.
The corridor score can be computed to compare any other modelling frameworks that aim to map
ecological corridors.
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3. Results

Habitat suitability models were quite valid with AUC indexes ranging between 0.70
and 0.72, except for D. martius, for which model validity was rather low (AUC = 0.63). A de-
tailed description of the results provided by Maxent modelling is provided in Appendix C.
Ecological corridor tracks clearly differed comparing the three approaches (Figures 3 and 4).
We selected a sub-area, within our study area, to illustrate the consistencies and differences
between two highly contrasted models (the multispecies and habitat approaches) and the
consequences of these differences on the ecological corridor locations the models predicted
(Figure 3). A corridor linking two other corridors to the south-west appeared with the
habitat approach, but not with the multispecies approach (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Example of important ecological corridors related to the presence of riparian forests in a
selected sub-area of the study landscape. This map shows the inconsistencies between the two most
contrasted approaches (multispecies and habitat approaches) to illustrate the need of a validation
procedure that measures the accuracy of ecological corridor locations. For example, a corridor
linking two other corridors to the south-west appeared with the habitat approach but not with the
multispecies approach. Background map is an ortho-image.

At the scale of the study area, the multispecies and umbrella-species approaches
showed more similar locations for the highest current values; however, the habitat approach
differed more significantly (Figure 4). From the highest (75th) to the lowest (55th) quantile,
the proportion of corridors shared between the multispecies and the umbrella-species
approaches ranged from 0.74 to 0.83, between the multispecies and the habitat approaches
from 0.44 to 0.84, and between the umbrella-species and the habitat approaches from
0.44 to 0.60 (Appendix E for a full comparison). Consequently, corridor score depended
on approach (F = 387.5, p < 0.0001), but also species (F = 887.3, p < 0.0001), threshold
quantile (F = 364.0, p < 0.0001) and the interactions between species and approach (F = 76.1,
p < 0.0001) and between species and threshold quantile (F = 93.3, p < 0.0001; Appendix F).
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Figure 4. Comparison of the current maps for the three approaches used to define ecological corridors. These maps
accounted for all the possible dispersal paths making difficult to prioritize key corridors. For each method, three quantiles
of current values (55th, 65th and 75th) were used to delineate ecological corridors in order to account for a different possible
level of resources dedicated to ecological corridor conservation and restoration by managers and stakeholders. Core areas
of biodiversity (the Chambarans and Vercors ranges) were defined according to the local application of the green veining
policy. They were used to generate directional flows of current across the whole study area. Intermediate habitat patches
are not depicted for clarity purpose (especially for the multispecies approach).

The multispecies approach obtained the highest corridor score (0.69 ± 0.12), followed
by the umbrella-species approach (0.55 ± 0.25), then the habitat approach (0.38 ± 0.37)
with the lowest score (Figure 5). Additional results showed that the corridor score was
robust to the distribution of the resistance value range (Appendix G).
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Figure 5. Variations in corridor score according to landscape-connectivity approach and species
used for validation in an illustrative study area. Corridor scores evaluate the accuracy of predicted
ecological corridor locations thanks to independent presence species validation data (see Section 2.1).
The graph shows a combination of boxplots and violin plots representing quantile and kernel density
for 100 comparisons of random draws (light grey points) with species validation points for three
thresholds of current values used to delineate the corridors. Dotted lines indicate median values
according to the approach. The area under the curve (AUC) is another validation index related to
the quality of habitat suitability models. This index is species-specific and does not allow for the
comparison of different approaches and the validation of ecological corridor locations. It is depicted
for comparison purpose with the corridor score.
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Regardless of the approach, the corridor score decreased from S. europaea (0.70 ± 0.11)
to D. major (0.55 ± 0.13), D. martius (0.47 ± 0.30) and D. minor (0.39 ± 0.42). For S. europaea,
the corridor scores were similar for the umbrella-species approach and the multispecies
approach (Figure 5). The median corridor score was the lowest for D. minor (0.39 ± 0.42),
and especially low with the habitat approach (−0.23 ± 0.38). The results also showed
that the multispecies and the umbrella species approaches performed equally well for
S. europaea and D. minor (Figure 5).

4. Discussion
4.1. Validation of Ecological Corridor Locations Based on Corridor Score

We propose a new procedure to validate ecological corridor locations, based on
independent presence-only data, under the hypothesis that species should occur within
or near the corridors. Our procedure is applicable regardless of how the corridors are
defined (e.g., least-cost paths, circuit theory, expert-based) because we did not base our
validation index on a specific measure, such as current values only related to circuit theory,
for example. The corridor score can then be computed using Euclidean or resistance
distances. It is robust to the distribution of the resistance value range, meaning that (i) it
can be used to select the best way to classify resistance values or to transform habitat
suitability into resistance and (ii) it can be applied to other species with different habitat
suitability requirements Here, we illustrated the validation procedure putting forward its
ability to compare different landscape connectivity approaches used to map multispecies
corridors and to select the most accurate approach. Our validation procedure has important
(i) theoretical implications the comparison and validation of model assumptions and
(ii) practical implications for managers and stakeholders who wish to select the best
connectivity approach and validate ecological corridor locations, defined according to the
level of resources dedicated to corridor conservation and restoration.

4.2. Validation of Ecological Corridor Locations Using an Illustrative Landscape

We illustrated that ecological corridor maps could be quite different depending on the
approach. These maps are often directly use in landscape planning, as a consequence a
validation procedure which selects the most accurate map is critical to prioritize areas to
protect [38]. We found that the number of ecological corridors (quantile threshold) selected
for conservation and restoration action is correlated to the corridor score. This result shows
the importance of validating ecological corridor tracks, especially when using an opera-
tional definition of corridors, related to the area that managers and stakeholders are able to
protect or restore. There were no interactions between the threshold quantile used to select
the number of ecological corridors and the landscape connectivity approach. Therefore, it is
possible to select the method that gives the best corridor score independently of the choice
of the amount of ecological corridors. This result also implies that our procedure can be
used to compare different approaches, in a given landscape, independently of the number
of ecological corridors and intermediate habitat patches of this landscape. Despite some
differences, the ecological corridors were much more concordant between the multispecies
and the umbrella species approaches than between these two approaches and the habitat
approach. This may be explained by the similarity between the first two methods, which
both integrate species data related to landscape metrics. We showed that our validation
procedure ranked landscape connectivity approaches as expected, i.e., that multispecies
presence data provide more accuracy to locate ecological corridors than the use of um-
brella species or habitat proxies [12,21]. Indeed, the corridor score was higher for the
multispecies approach and lower for the habitat approach. The ability of the multispecies
approach to accurately locate ecological corridors for several species is in accordance with
previous findings [39,40]. The gap of corridor score between the multispecies and the
habitat approaches was expected, given the study of Meurant et al. [12], which showed
that multispecies presence data reflect the reality better than a habitat proxy. This differ-
ence is also partly due to how the landscape is modelled: either locally for the habitat
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approach, or accounting for the surrounding landscape context for the multispecies and
the umbrella-species approaches. Indeed, the importance of landscape factors has been
highlighted for woodpeckers [41,42]. The accuracy of the umbrella species approach is
debated because the results depend on the choice of the umbrella species and possibly on
the landscape context [12,21,22,43]. Meurant et al. [12] also compared different selections
of surrogate species for spatial prioritization with reference to the full set of species. In
contrast with our hypothesis, they concluded that umbrella species are poor indicators of
many species’ requirements and that an indirect approach based on habitat is preferable,
even if important areas, for landscape connectivity conservation, may not be identified. In
our case, the accuracy of the umbrella-species approaches was expected, due to an appro-
priate choice of the umbrella species, since Sitta europaea is considered a good surrogate for
related woodpeckers [32]. In contrast, the umbrella species selected by Meurant et al. [12]
is only a moderately effective surrogate, though for a wider range of contrasted species
(14 species).

4.3. Differences in Corridor Score among Species

We also tested corridor score sensitivity and performance against species and the
current threshold we used to delineate corridors. The corridor score was the highest for
Sitta europaea. This was expected, because the presence data of this species were used for
calibration in two of the three models (umbrella and multispecies models), while presence
data of the woodpecker species are only used in the multispecies approach. The median
corridor score was the lowest for D. minor. The median corridor score for the habitat
approach was negative for this species, indicating that the ecological corridor locations
were less accurate than in a null model, and that our hypotheses on matrix resistance were
globally inconsistent. This result was easily explained, because the proportion of water in
the local environment (and the Shannon land use diversity index) was the main driver of
environmental suitability, and not the proportion of forest (Appendix C). This illustrates the
ability of our validation procedure to detect a misclassification of matrix resistance values,
even with only a few validation points. Interestingly, the multispecies approach performed
similarly to the umbrella species approach for Sitta europaea, indicating that including data
from other species did not decrease the accuracy of the multispecies approach for this
species. Both methods worked equally well for Sitta europaea and Dendrocopos major. For
D. martius, the habitat approach had a high corridor score only when the discrimination of
ecological corridors from the matrix was not very selective (i.e., when the 55th quantile of
current values was used to delineate the corridors). Finally, between-species differences
in corridor score were consistent and, as expected, our validation procedure was able to
indicate that implementing a multispecies approach should guarantee maximal prediction
accuracy in most cases.

4.4. Comparison with Other Validation Procedures

The AUC values indicated that the validity of the habitat suitability models was quite
satisfactory among three of four species. However, this index does not inform us about
spatial arrangement of suitability, and even so on ecological corridors. For example, an
important corridor can integrate poorly suitable landscape elements over short distances,
especially when these elements connect more suitable areas linking habitats. The AUC
index does not allow to compare different approaches (e.g., to define matrix resistance)
because it evaluates only the quality of the habitat suitability model. The following steps,
such as matrix resistance or ecological corridors modelling, cannot be evaluated in the light
of this index. As a consequence, landscape connectivity studies that validate modelling
performance using an AUC or a receiving operator curve obviously miss the evaluation of
connectivity maps [36]. This is the reason why it is important to use complementary indexes
that validate one final output of a given landscape connectivity approach (i.e., ecological
corridor locations) and not only an intermediate output (such as habitat suitability or
resistance values [23]). In contrast, we showed that the corridor score gives a detailed
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insight about ecological corridor locations according to approaches used to define resistance
and the threshold quantiles that delineate ecological corridors.

Some studies used inference to select the best connectivity metrics according to the
quality of the fit defined from a coefficient of determination or likelihood-based indices [44].
These indices are only indirectly related to the spatial configuration of the ecological
network, which makes them less useful for practitioners concerned with ecological network
design. Osipova et al. [45] used a combination of models to assess the links between
connectivity metrics and abundance, density and total number of elephants with aerial and
field surveys. Their significant investigatory effort provides a body of evidence supporting
the fact that corridor delineation derived from a landscape-connectivity approach has
strong predictive power and is useful in spatial conservation prioritization [45].

Other studies used the standardized difference and the z-scores of accumulated costs,
at observed and random radio-tracking fixes, to validate ecological corridor location,
though the cost of telemetry technology greatly limits its general application [26,28,46].
Independent data collected during specific sampling campaigns (capture-release-recapture,
camera sampling, sand traps or vehicle collision data) can also be highly relevant to val-
idate landscape connectivity approaches, but only for the species that can be detected
in such a way [24,47,48] (however, see [49]). However, the cost of collecting such data
can be prohibitive and this partly explains why most of connectivity studies are not vali-
dated [23]. Our validation procedure using the classical data partitioning into calibration
and validation folds thus fills this gap.

4.5. Limits

Our study did not overcome the limitations recently debated concerning the link be-
tween presence data, dispersal movement and the effective reproduction of migrants [50,51].
Presence data relate both to habitat suitability and species movements, and both processes
are confounded when movements decrease due to mortality risk or avoidance of less
suitable types of land cover. Fletcher et al. [51] question the consequences of neglecting to
distinguish between these two processes, though they do recognize that the focus on matrix
resistance has led to major advances in the understanding of connectivity. They propose a
new connectivity model that separates mortality and movement behaviour. We acknowl-
edge that presence data are indirectly related to movement and do not make it possible
to discriminate between foraging, dispersal and migration, or to quantify the successful
reproduction of migrants, with its consequences on genetic population diversity [52].

5. Conclusions

In this study, it was expected that the multispecies approach, based on the use of more
calibration data, would be more accurate. The advantage of using other approaches is to
reduce the cost associated with data collection. However, it is necessary to evaluate to what
degree this implies a loss of accuracy in the location of ecological corridors. The application
of our procedure to a case study allows us to conclude that the difference in accuracy
between the multi-species approach and the umbrella species approach can be negligible,
but only for species very close to the selected umbrella species. We also conclude that
the use of habitat as a proxy for species presence provide poor results. Despite the cost
associated with data collection, only the multispecies approach precisely maps ecological
corridors for all the species.

Our validation procedure has several theoretical and practical advantages: (i) it pro-
vides a validation procedure based on easily accessible data; (ii) it can be used to select
the most realistic landscape connectivity approach; (iii) it can detect a misclassification
of matrix resistance values from only a few validation points and can help select the best
function to transform habitat suitability into resistance values; (iv) it is independent from
the modelling framework; and (v) it is easy to calculate after using software designed for
connectivity conservation planning [7–9]. Finally, to take a step back from our validation
procedure, we need to evaluate how the corridor score ranks different landscape connectiv-
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ity approaches compared to more robust validation indices based on telemetry or genetic
distances in contrasted study landscapes [25].
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Appendix A. Detailed Study Area Description

Land cover (Figure 1) is mainly composed of forests (patch area > 0.5 ha, 32%) and
agriculture (33%), followed by orchards (14%), urban areas (11%), small woodlands (patch
area ≤ 0.5 ha) and hedgerows (7%) and water (streams and water bodies, 2%). The land
cover map was created from the BD TOPO®data base (2018) of the French National Institute
of Geographic and Forest Information (IGN) with thematic vector layers for vegetation,
built-up areas (urban areas, roads, railway lines) and hydrography (streams and water
bodies). The French Graphic Parcel Register (2017) was used to map agricultural lands.
These layers were rasterised to 5 m before overlay. The resulting land cover map contained
18% of missing data, mainly urban areas. To fill these gaps, an interpolation was carried
out with the ArcMap v.10.5.1 software and the ArcGIS tool "Euclidean distance". Next,
streams and water bodies, then roads and railways, were overlaid on the land-cover map.
We aimed to locate ecological corridors through the matrix in an alpine valley between two
core areas of biodiversity (the Chambarans and Vercors massifs) defined according to the
local application of the green veining policy.

Appendix B. Sampling Bias Correction According to Species Traits

We extracted presence data for the period 2014 to 2019 from the French Bird Protection
League’s database: 653 presence records for Sitta europaea, and 1156, 46 and 41 for Dendro-
copos major, Dryocopus martius and Dendrocopos minor, respectively. We used this presence
data to define the boundaries of the study area from a convex hull (extended by a buffer
of 100 m) in order to exclude unprospected areas and avoid extrapolation. To correct for
sampling bias, we followed Kramer-Schadt et al.’s [53] spatial filtering method to remove
nearby presence points according to a threshold distance (if too close, presence points
could be redundant). This distance was defined as 100 m based on species home-range
and spatial filtering retained 396, 665, 43 and 31 points for Sitta europaea, Dendrocopos major,
Dryocopus martius and Dendrocopos minor, respectively.

More precisely, we extracted median dispersal distances from Lislevand et al. [54].
They were 1.23 km, 2.87 km, 5.54 km and 1.18 km for Sitta europaea, Dendrocopos major, Dry-
ocopus martius and Dendrocopos minor, respectively. Then, allometric relationships provided
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by Sutherland et al. [55] and Bowman et al. [56] were used to predict the corresponding
home-range size (1.1 ha, 5.7 ha, 21.3 ha and 1.0 ha, respectively) and maximal dispersal
distances (12.0 km, 28.0 km, 54.1 km and 11.5 km, respectively) for the four species. Fi-
nally, we set the threshold distance at 100 m, a value close to the minimal radius of the
home-range size of the four species.

Appendix C. Habitat Suitability Modelling Using Maxent

We calibrated the habitat suitability model using 50% of the presence data through
the Maxent software. The landscape metrics were derived from the land cover map and
calculated with the Chloe-4.0 software [57]. We calculated the proportion of each land cover
class using sliding windows (buffer radius of 100 m, 5 m between two adjacent windows).
The windows were also used to calculate a landscape heterogeneity index: the Shannon
diversity index or SHDI [57]. Buffer sizes were defined to prevent the windows around the
points from overlapping. Checking for correlations among the landscape metrics indicated
that they were not excessively correlated (Pearson’s correlation coefficient < 0.70). The
importance of the individual landscape metrics and uncertainties were assessed with a Jack-
knife test based on three random selections of background points (or pseudo-absence [53]).

Variable importance ranking showed that the two most important landscape metrics,
for the four species, include proportion of forest or water, or the Shannon diversity index
(Figure A1). The Shannon diversity index always had either a null or positive effect on
species presence, indicating that the species required multiple land covers such as forest
and water. Proportion of forest and water were positively correlated with species presence,
except when forest and water proportions were very high (with a few exceptions depending
on species, Figure A1). The effect of the proportion of small woodlands and hedgerows
was not consistent among species, while the effect of the proportion of orchards and urban
areas was generally negative. The response of Dendrocopos minor differed from the other
three species: for this species, the effect of forest proportion did not show a clear trend and
the proportion of small woodlands and hedgerows had a negative effect.

Our results showed that species presence could benefit from a diversity of land covers
including forest, water and small woodlands and hedgerows. This complementation effect
indicates that these land cover have a positive effect as long as they are not too dominant in
the local environment [58]. This result relates to the importance of riparian forests, which
allow species to move along streams. The role of riparian forests as ecological corridors
as well as their use by woodpeckers have been highlighted [59–61]. Cultivated fields,
orchards and urban areas had a consistently negative impact on species presence, except
for Dendrocopos minor: this bird mainly responded positively to the Shannon diversity
index and to the proportion of water, and negatively to the proportion of small woodlands
and hedgerows, in concordance with its ecology [62,63]. D. minor’s differing response was
expected given that the species is more generalist than the other three and is not rare in
open habitats [63].
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Appendix D. Landscape Connectivity Model

Following [11–36], the habitat suitability index (HSI) obtained from Maxent models
were transformed into resistance values (ranging from 1 to 1000) following a negative
exponential transformation function to strengthen the barrier effect of the least favourable
areas.

If HSI ≥ threshold (in species habitat): resistance was assigned to 1.
If HSI < threshold (in matrix): we used Equation (A1) to assign resistance.

Resistance = e
ln (0.001)
threshold ×HSI × 103 (A1)

Resistance is inversely proportional to the permeability of the matrix. The function
(Equation (A1)) assigned a resistance value of 1000 when HSI equalled 0 and of 1 when
HSI was greater than or equal to the HSI threshold defined by Liu et al. [64].

Appendix E. Comparison of Ecological Corridor Locations among Approaches Used to
Define Matrix Resistance

We compared the proportion of overlaid corridors among three approaches used
to define matrix resistance. The multispecies and umbrella-species approaches showed
globally similar locations for the highest current values but the habitat approach differed.
From the highest (75th) to the lowest (55th) quantile, the proportion of corridors shared
between the multispecies and the umbrella-species approaches ranged from 0.74 to 0.83,
between the multispecies and the habitat approaches from 0.44 to 0.84, and between the
umbrella-species and the habitat approaches from 0.44 to 0.60 (Figure A2).

In view of these results, we do not necessarily advocate the use or more data, or data
that are better related to movement and its consequences on genetic diversity (Calabrese
and Fagan 2004). Instead, connectivity-approach accuracy should be defined according
to specific objectives. For example, in our study, all three methods made clear the central
role of riparian forests. In this case, the habitat approach would likely be the best approach
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because it can signal the importance of riparian forests at a lower cost, despite its many
errors in locating ecological corridors. On the other hand, the multispecies approach would
be the best way to accurately delineate ecological corridors in order to integrate accurate
corridor layouts into landscape connectivity planning.
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Figure A3. Variation in corridor scores according to species and the quantile used on current values.
The corridor score reflects the validity of the corridor location (see Section 2). The graph shows a
combination of boxplots and violin plots representing quantile and kernel density for 100 comparisons
of random draws from species validation points for the three landscape connectivity approaches.
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Figure A4. Supplementary indices to validate the accuracy of corridor locations. The first index (A),
based on a ratio, shows results consistent with the corridor score, contrary to the second index (B),
which is based on a difference. The distribution of matrix resistance values is less flat-tailed (first
quartile, median and third quartile were respectively 1, 300 and 700) for the habitat approach than for
the umbrella and the multispecies approaches (first, median and third quartiles were respectively 1, 3
and 29, for both approaches). This difference means that the distance between two random pixels had
more chance of being greater with the habitat approach than with the other approaches. Contrary
to the second index (B), the corridor score formula (Section 2) accounts for this bias and makes it
possible to compare different distributions of matrix resistance values.
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